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Abstract: this article deals with the role of the innovation at teaching and learning foreign languages, and its 

advantages and disadvantages are concerned with some examples of making innovation in education. The author 

considers using new educational methods, modern technologies during the lesson as one part of innovation in 

education. 
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To teach, to learn, to study are the terms that correspond each other. Every notion that is mentioned above is 

dependent to the word next to it. It means one fulfills another and vice versa. So to obtain the knowledge that we 

need, we learn something. This process of course can be observed in study. What we mean by saying study - as it 

has several connotation meaning, study means: to attend a particular lesson that will be going to held in educational 

establishment such as university, college, school, and etc. The paradoxical point is that, another meaning of the word 

study is to research the certain area of science. That is to say the whole process of the inquiry is called study [1]. 

But we do understand this word as an alternative way of saying to learn. Therefore learn and study could be 

considered as the similar words with no matter, whether we search for the meaning from dictionaries or not, all in all 

we will get the same interchangeable definition for both. This point will lead us to the next word so called “to 

teach”. What about this very notion, maybe now again we have to recall the above said ideas to depict the following 

word? Nope! This word is the father of those terms that we reflect on recently. Because by the help of somebody we 

learn, we study. We as a human being are programmed to act like that. Shakespeare once said “World is a stage and 

all the people in it are the actors and actresses”. Within our lifetime we play the role that is given for as by the 

almighty God. It is our objective to not go out of the program. 

Suppose that in their very early age kids have no idea about the world they are living, on this very subject they 

will be taught during their lifetime, by their moms and dads. Precisely parents are the only source of getting 

knowledge. Just they are teaching and kids are learning and studying. In every stage of life we learn and we never 

get tired of learning, because the universe is littered with the things that we don’t know yet. So our personal traits 

will let to think over it and this curiosity forces us to get the certain information as much as possible. Here we prove 

the proverb which sounds – learn from the crib till the grave. As it says that we never stop learning, it’s our inner 

nature to be born being eager to learn over and over. If we keep going on talking about learning, teaching and 

studying we won’t face with the distraction because the extension of this phenomenon has no limits [2]. 

As the globe is undergoing changes and development, it can be noticed that innovation in all fields is being 

introduced, so is in education. The basic point of education is considered teaching and learning. Innovation in 

teaching and learning can inflict on other branches such as business, medicine, and politics. What is education 

reckoned as? Education is the mother of other knowledge. It is impossible to achieve success without gaining 

enough knowledge. As an African-American Muslim minister, public speaker and human right activist Malcolm 

stated, “Education is the passport to the future for tomorrow, belongs to those who prepare for it today”.  

Making innovation in teaching means organizing lessons with new methods, but not traditional ones. These 

methods play the role as the activity which makes students pay heed to the lesson with enthusiasm. One of the most 

absorbing and noticeable methods is “The discussion method”. In a discussion method, it is essential to create a fun 

atmosphere in the class because every participant should interact with others and solve the problems with eagerness. 

It will improve the skill of expressing the ideas in the other foreign language. 

Innovation may seem unusual and inept to others at the beginning but it will serve to develop. It will replace 

traditional things (programs, products, so on) and then itself will turn into traditional ones in the future. In many 

countries, modern schools equipped with modern technologies. 
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